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ONE OF SWEDEN’S BEST LOOKING OFFICE
- A JUNGLE FULL OF DESIGN FROM 

THEIR OWN PRODUCTION.

GOTESSONS´ NEW HEADQUARTERS IS TO SAY THE LEAST SENSATIONAL. 
THE SPECTACULAR BUILDING WITH IT´S 4200 SQUARE METERS AND  

IT´S IMAGINATIVE INTERIOR WAS VOTED THIRD IN THE  
COMPETITION SWEDEN’S BEST-LOOKING OFFICE OF 2015.

JUNGLE THEME AT STOCKHOLM FURNITURE FAIR

There is no need of extra imagination when you step into  
Gotessons HQ. They have invested in an interior that both 
highlights the company’s products, innovations and captures 
the companies identity and philosophy.

When you step into the three-storey high atrium one can clearly 
see that the jungle is the common thread throughout the 
building, with its lively colors, and various materials, matching 
the company’s range of products perfectly. One of the meeting 
rooms has a safari feeling with different wildlife animals on 
the walls, symbolizing the different personalities of Gotessons 
employees’.

”We have chosen to include just the safari feeling with our  
news at the Stockholm Furniture Fair this year.
It will be a jungle feel in the stand with grass on the floor and 
tall palm trees, this among with bananas, exotic juices and a fun 
competition where you can win a trip to warmer climes”, says 
Johan Götesson, CEO of Götessons. ”

During the fall Gotessons´participated, along with 52 other
stylish office, in the contest Sweden’s best-looking office.
The interest for this year’s competition hit the record and the 
number of votes from last year was struck by a long way. After 
that the people voted, five favourites of those were judged by a 
jury of Monica von Schmalensee White, Michael Grundén from 
Senab and Anders Hallquist from Brostaden.During a happening 
at the Grand Hotel in Stockholm placed Götessons in an  
honourable third place.

”We have received a very positive response and a lot of 
spontaneous visits from our customers since we moved here. 
We really got a design that sticks out from the traditional.  
We have great fun at work and in this environment we will  
enjoy our job even more”, concludes Johan Götesson.

Before Gotessons´ moved into the new building they had two 
different properties in Dalstorp, 2.5 mil south of Ulricehamn.
When the premises were getting tight, it was decided to build
again with a better situation for both customers and staff of the 
new highway between Gothenburg and Stockholm.

Responsible for new decor are the interior designers, 
Joy of Plenty.
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